INSTALLED PUMPING CAPACITY
BALDORIOTY FACILITY
(Coordinates: 18.4461, -66.0464)

Amount of Installed Flood Control Pumps: 9 units

Individual Pump Capacity:
- Pump # 1: damaged 100 K gpm
- Pump # 2: damaged 100 K gpm
- Pump # 3: damaged 100 K gpm
- Pump # 4: working 100 K gpm
- Pump # 5: damaged 100 K gpm
- Pump # 6: damaged 50 K gpm
- Pump # 7: working 50 K gpm
- Pump # 8: damaged 12 K gpm
- Pump # 9: damaged 12 K gpm

Total Pumping Capacity (Actual): 150 K gpm

Design Pumping Capacity: 624 K gpm

Supplementary Pumping Capacity Installed: 242 K gpm

Enclosure # 1 provides a delimitation of the Hydraulic Area being serviced.
Área de Captación Baldorioty de Castro (DRNA & DTOP)